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 Paper 12-02 – Extraordinary paper 

Report to: The Senior Management Team 

Month: February 

From: Niki Maclean 

For: Decision/Discussion 

Subject: WorkPro upgrade to Version 3 

Status: Open 

 

1. Purpose 
 
To discuss the proposed expenditure of capital and revenue on the upgrading of WorkPro to version 3. 

 
Annexes to the report provide supplementary information as follows:  
 

 Annex 1  Workpro development list (v3) 

 Annex 2  Contacts received through website and email 
 

2. Contribution to the Business Plan      

 Increase efficiency in complaint handling 

 Increase efficiency in processing electronic contacts – enquiries and complaints 

 Move towards paper-lite office for increased security and a move to a more efficient work environment. 

 
3. Key points 
 

3.1 Benefits of V3 over current version: 
 
MAJOR BENEFITS 

 Website integration will allow complaints to be submitted online through the website directly to Workpro 
for approval, with all the correct validation having been carried out, without the need for inputting by the 
Advice Team.  Our website designers would need to do the complaint form generation from their end – 
this is apparently not a big task. 

 
Quote from CAS:   

'A BIG win to the organisation is the website integration. More people these days want to communicate 

electronically and this is much easier for them to do with a properly designed front-end than the current 
situation.  
 

Because the information is gathered step by step this means people are signposted away from SPSO who 
shouldn’t be contacting you anyway i.e. thes e people with premature complaints for example don’t speak to 
SPSO staff and waste SPSO time until  they have complained first through the relevant body.  
 

The form also gathers all the salient information that can take a lengthy phone call  e.g. jurisdictio nal checks etc. 
This interface therefore makes much better use of your highly trained caseworkers on their core competence 
rather than on data gathering/signposting etc.  Please note that I couldn’t give a figure of the cost for your 
website company to create the form and validation logic .' 

 

 There is an ability to work on multiple cases via tabs which has been reported by other users as a huge 
help when multi-tasking and working on increasing workloads. 

 

 The core functionality for knowledge management is part of this release.  This version would provide 
the foundation for our needs, and the configuration could be done later when we have identified our 

requirements (at extra cost). 
 

 There is an Outlook plugin module which allows the direct filing of emails in Workpro, again improving 
efficiency.  Given that we hope to move to transferring more information by secure scanning to email in 

the future this should be a big benefit. 
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OTHER BENEFITS 

 Improved search facilities 

 Improved document page view – easier to identify attachments in case 

 Pages are more integrated (i.e., they seemed to require less clicks and waiting) 

 This will future-proof Workpro at the SPSO as all CAS Ombudsman customers either will, or plan to, 
use this version from this year. This means that all their future development, which we could benefit 
from, will be done from this platform 

 
Annex 1 lists all the user requests for improvement that were collected from staff during the May 2010 Audit 
but were unable to be implemented until WorkPro was upgraded to V3. 

 
3.2 Risks 
Data loss, interruption to business during migration.   

Mitigation:  As this would be the third migration we have undertaken, therefore, this is less of a risk than the 
first time.  We have also deleted many records inline with our archiving policy significantly reducing the 
amount of data for transfer. 

 
3.3 Constraints 
Funding; time – need to procure and commence implementation before the end of this financial year; and 

availability of ISIS staff to work with CAS. 
 
3.4 Costs 

CAS quote:  Estimated the above could be carried out with 75-95 man days (£48,750- £61,750 + VAT).  
 
Training: Little or no training required for users as the system will look different in colour scheme and format 

but will operate in the same way with all the same functionality with additional enhancements. 
 
Licencing:  No additional costs 

 
Additional minimal costs:   

 ISIS for installation procedure 

 Website company for integration of complaint form,  

 Future costs - CAS for configuration of knowledge management module to our requirements when 
identified.  - any major process changes would be additional work – I explained this was not likely in this 
coming year. 

 
4.  Recommendations –  
To consider the proposal. 

 


